The distribution of traits along phylogenies bears signatures of how ecological and evolutionary processes have interacted to influence phenotypic evolution, which can be deciphered using macroevolutionary models. BBMV implements a model for the evolution of continuous characters on phylogenies that generalizes existing ones, like Brownian motion and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model. In this model quantitative characters evolve under both random diffusion and a deterministic force that can be of any possible shape and strength. The model can be used to infer evolutionary scenarios that remained inaccessible so far, like directional trends, disruptive selection, and even bounded evolution. With this new tool at hand, researchers will be able to test complex hypothesis-driven scenarios regarding trait evolution, but they will also have the possibility to estimate the shape of the adaptive landscapes in which traits evolved. Ultimately, this will provide a way to infer how ecological processes have influenced phenotypic evolution over long timescales. The BBMV package is implemented in the R statistical language and is freely available on the CRAN repository <https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=BBMV>. All source code can also be found on < https://github.com/fcboucher/BBMV >, along with a detailed tutorial.
Introduction
The metaphor of the adaptive landscape is one of the cornerstones of evolutionary biology (Wright 1932 ) that provides a conceptual link between micro-and macroevolution (Simpson 1944 , Arnold et al. 2001 , Hansen 2012 . Simple methods to describe adaptive landscapes in micro-evolutionary studies have long been developed and are widely used by empiricists (e.g. cubic spline analysis, Schluter 1998) . In stark contrast with this situation, the panoply of tools aimed at inferring adaptive landscapes at the macroevolutionary level (hereafter, 'macroevolutionary landscapes') is still limited.
Phenotypic evolution unfolding over long timescales is studied using models of character evolution on phylogenies. In recent years many methods have been developed for fitting macroevolutionary models to comparative datasets, enabling the inference BBMV: an R package for the estimation of macroevolutionary landscapes Florian C. Boucher F. C. Boucher (http://orcid.org/0000-0002-1151-0028) (flofloboucher@gmail.com) , Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, Laboratoire d'Ecologie Alpine (LECA) , Grenoble, France. of various evolutionary scenarios (Pennell et al. 2014 , Uyeda and Harmon 2014 , Khabbazian et al. 2016 . However, all of these are variants of two main models: Brownian motion (BM, Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza 1964) , in which a continuous trait undergoes random diffusion, and the OrnsteinUhlenbeck process (OU, Hansen 1997 ) which adds a pull toward a central value to BM. As a result, current tools to infer the shape of macroevolutionary landscapes are restricted to two main scenarios: 1) landscapes with a single peak, either static or continuously moving in time (Hansen et al. 2008) and 2) landscapes with several peaks that are experienced by different lineages, so that no single lineage evolves in a macroevolutionary landscape with multiple peaks. While these already cover a wide range of scenarios, important types of macroevolutionary landscapes are missing from this toolbox, including landscapes typical of directional or disruptive selection, or landscapes in which several peaks coexist.
Here, I present the package BBMV, which implements recent analytical developments allowing to model traits evolving in macroevolutionary landscapes of a wide variety of shapes. BBMV can accommodate interesting evolutionary scenarios like evolution between bounds, directional trends, disruptive selection, or evolution towards two distinct peaks, thus offering new perspectives for the analysis of trait evolution along phylogenies. Given the high flexibility of the model it implements (see below), BBMV will be useful as a descriptive tool to infer the shape of macroevolutionary landscapes but it can also be used to test hypothesis-driven scenarios via statistical model comparisons. The package thus complements existing packages like 'geiger' (Pennell et al. 2014) , 'l1ou' (Khabbazian et al. 2016) , 'bayou' (Uyeda and Harmon 2014) , 'OUwie' (Beaulieu et al. 2012) or 'phytools' (Revell 2012) , which all implement other models of trait evolution based on BM and OU. All code in BBMV is written in the R statistical language (R Core Team) and only depends on the 'ape' package (Paradis et al. 2004) , the main package for handling phylogenetic data in R. The BBMV package is freely available on CRAN (< https://cran.r-project.org/web/ packages/BBMV/index.html >), and its code is open source under the GPL-2 license.
Approach
BBMV implements the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov model for the evolution of continuous characters (FPK, Boucher et al. 2018) , which is a generalization of both BM and OU. Briefly, FPK models the probability density p(x,x 0 ,t) of the position of a trait x with initial value x 0 after time t has elapsed using the Fokker-Planck equation: 
The evolution of the probability density of the trait is determined by both random diffusion with an evolutionary rate σ 2 (i.e. BM; first term in the square bracket), and a deterministic force set by the derivative of V(x) (second term in the square bracket). This function V(x) is called the evolutionary potential in an analogy with physics: differences in the values of the potential generate a force such that traits are attracted towards regions of lowest evolutionary potential. The process has a stationary distribution that is proportional to exp (-V(x) ) and can be interpreted as the average macroevolutionary landscape over which the trait evolved (Simpson 1944) . The likelihood of the FPK model is computed by discretizing trait values into a set of points equally spaced between two bounds (Boucher and Démery 2016, Boucher et al. 2018 ). In the general form of the FPK model, bounds are placed far apart from the observed trait interval so that they do not influence the process: in such a situation bounds do not exist in practice. However, it is also possible for the bounds to be reached and in this case they are reflective. For clarity, in these situations the model is labeled BBMV, an acronym for 'Bounded Brownian Motion with potential (V)'. BBMV is actually the most general model and FPK is a special case of it with bounds placed at -∞ and +∞.
While the evolutionary potential can in theory take any shape, it is necessary to specify a parametric function for it so that it can be fitted to empirical datasets. BBMV implements a very flexible form with only three parameters, V(x) = ax 4 + bx 2 + cx, which can model a variety of scenarios (Boucher et al. 2018) . The model thus has five free parameters: three describing the shape of the potential (a, b, and c), the rate of evolution σ, and the value of the trait at the root of the phylogeny x 0 . The Brownian motion model corresponds to FPK with V(x) = 0, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model to FPK with V(x) = bx 2 + cx (with b > 0) and bounded Brownian motion (Boucher and Démery 2016) to the BBMV model with V(x) = 0.
Other shapes of V(x) could be specified (and subsequently fitted) rather easily by modifying the functions 'lnL_FPK' or 'lnL_BBMV'. The procedure is explained on the following webpage: < https://github.com/fcboucher/BBMV/blob/ master/FAQ-Troubleshooting.md >. 
Methods and features

Simulating continuous trait evolution along phylogenies
Simulating traits evolving according to the FPK model can be useful for various applications, like assessing the statistical power of the model (Boettiger et al. 2012) or measuring its adequacy (Pennell et al. 2015) . Simulations of traits evolving according to the FPK model along a known phylogeny are easily done using eq. 1 and the BBMV package includes two functions to do so. 'Sim_FPK' is used for quick simulations: it randomly draws one trait value per branch in the phylogeny from the probability density of the trait and only outputs trait values at the tips of the phylogeny. The function 'FPK_sim_traitgram' enables visualizing simulations through time along the whole phylogeny: trait values are randomly drawn and plotted for various time steps along each branch, which takes more computing time and should be used for illustrative purposes only.
Fitting the model to empirical data using maximum-likelihood
Maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of the parameters of the FPK model is done in two steps. The first step consists in creating the likelihood function, using a phylogenetic tree and a named vector of trait values at the tips of the tree as main arguments. In addition, the user needs to specify how finely the trait interval should be discretized: the finer the discretization the better the accuracy in the calculation of the likelihood, but the longer it takes (computing time grows quadratically with the number of points used). In my experience, using 50 points to discretize the trait interval should lead to a reasonable approximation of the likelihood, but users that have access to more computing resources should try using 100 points or more. Alternative shapes of V can be fitted by fixing the values of the three parameters that determine it: a, b, or c. Most users will be interested in testing simpler shapes of the potential, for example a = 0, which corresponds to an OU model. Two different functions exist for fitting either the FPK model (without bounds on trait values) or the BBMV model (with reflective bounds on trait values). When using the function lnL_BBMV, the user also needs to specify two bounds on the trait interval. This is not necessary when using the function lnL_FPK since bounds are automatically placed far apart from the observed trait distribution, i.e. at a distance of half the extent of observed trait values from both the minimum and the maximum of the trait distribution.
Once the likelihood function is created, its maximum can be searched using the function 'find.mle_FPK', which uses the R base function 'optim'. Both the maximization algorithm and the starting point used by 'optim' can be modified by the user. Alternatively using the 'safe=TRUE' option will result in a more robust optimization procedure that uses three different starting points; this comes at the cost of a ca 3× longer computing time. The function returns a list containing the likelihood of the model, its Akaike information criterion (AIC), ML estimates of parameters, values of parameters that were fixed for the optimization, a table that contains the estimated distribution of the trait at the root of the tree, eventual error messages from 'optim', as well as all model inputs.
While researchers will be mostly interested in the ML estimate of model parameters, there are usually significant levels of uncertainty in their estimation. This uncertainty can be measured using the function 'Uncertainty_FPK', which takes a model fitted using ML as input and produces graphs of the likelihood of the model as a function of the value of each parameter. The function also returns confidence interval that contain the 95% highest probability density around parameter estimates while fixing other parameters to their ML estimate.
Finally, ancestral states of the continuous character can be estimated at internal nodes in the phylogeny. This is done using the function 'ACE_FPK', which returns a list with one element per internal node in the tree. Each element is a table giving trait values on the trait grid in the first column and their associated density in the second column. The same function can also return ancestral state estimations at any specific point on internal branches of the phylogeny.
Fitting the model to empirical data using Markov Chain Monte Carlo estimation
Parameters of the FPK model can also be estimated using Markov chain Monte Carlo estimation. This is done through the 'MH_MCMC_FPK' function, which uses the Metropolis Hastings algorithm with a Gibbs sampler. This function also takes a phylogenetic tree and trait data for tip species as main inputs, and requires defining a number of points to discretize to trait interval. In addition, the user needs to specify bounds on the trait interval: the BBMV model can thus be naturally fitted and the FPK model can be fitted by specifying bounds that are far apart from the observed trait distribution, for example by recycling the bounds that are automatically generated by the function for ML optimization: 'lnL_FPK'. Either normal or uniform priors are available for continuously varying parameters (a, b, c, and σ). For x 0 only a discrete uniform prior is implemented since this parameter can only take discrete values on the trait grid. Parameters of the model are updated independently, but their relative update frequencies can be modified. In my experience, c and σ need to be updated less frequently than parameters that are more difficult to optimize like a and b. By default, the function fits the full version of the potential with three polynomial terms. Nested models with simpler shapes of V (e.g. BM, OU, among others) can be fitted by specifying the initial value of some parameters and setting their probability of update to zero. The function returns a 'data.frame' object, with one raw per sampled generation in the chain, which can then be analyzed using tools available in the R package 'coda' (Plummer et al. 2006) . Prior and posterior distributions of model parameters can be compared visually using the function 'posterior_vs_prior' to see how much influence the prior had on parameter estimation.
Incorporating measurement error in trait data
Ignoring measurement error in trait data can lead to important biases in model selection and parameter estimation of macroevolutionary models (Silvestro et al. 2015) . Measurement error is naturally dealt with by the FPK model since it can directly be incorporated into the observed probability density of the trait, p(x,x 0 ,t), at the tips of the phylogeny. For both ML (functions 'lnL_BBMV' and 'lnL_FPK') and MCMC estimation (function 'MH_MCMC_FPK'), instead of a vector of trait values for each tip, the user can provide a list as argument, each element of this list being itself a numeric vector with multiple observations of the trait per tip.
Fitting the FPK model to multiple clades at once
The BBMV package includes the possibility to fit the FPK model to multiple clades together. This can be used for two main purposes: 1) to increase statistical power in the estimation of the macroevolutionary landscape by combining data from multiple clades or 2) to test whether parameters of the model statistically differ between clades. Comparing model parameters among clades is usually done for BM or OU models by singling out one or several clades from a larger phylogeny (O'Meara et al. 2006 , Uyeda and Harmon 2014 , Khabbazian et al. 2016 . However, in some cases, a reliable phylogeny including several clades of interest is not available and considering focal clades as independent might be preferable to building a poor-quality backbone phylogeny connecting them. To deal with this problem, the BBMV package calculates the likelihood of the FPK model over multiple clades by multiplying the likelihoods in all clades. This procedure is similar to one that was recently published for the BM model (Revell et al. 2018) . Functions exist to fit 1) a model in which all clades share the same macroevolutionary landscape and the same rate of evolution, 2) a model in which all clades share the same macroevolutionary landscape but have different rates of evolution, or 3) a model in which both the macroevolutionary landscape and the rate of evolution can vary between clades. These three alternatives can then be statistically compared to test whether parameters significantly differ between clades.
Data deposition
Source code available from GitHub Repository: < https:// github.com/fcboucher/BBMV >.
Example
Below I use simulated data to give an example of a typical empirical analysis and demonstrate the most common use of major functions of the BBMV package. A detailed tutorial to the use of the package is available at the following address: < https://github.com/fcboucher/BBMV/blob/master/ Tutorial-BBMV.md >.
The BBMV package can be installed from CRAN and loaded in the R working space as follows:
Phylogenetic trees can be easily simulated using the R package 'geiger' (Pennell et al. 2014) . This example uses a tree with only 50 tips so that functions run quickly:
In order to simulate a macroevolutionary landscape with two peaks of equal heights, defined arbitrarily over the interval [-1.5,1.5], one first needs to create an evolutionary potential with two wells: > x <-seq(from=-1.5,to=1.5,length.out=100) > V <-10*(x^4-0.5*(x^2)+0.*x) From this evolutionary potential (V), one can calculate the normalized macroevolutionary landscape, which is the stationary distribution of the FPK model. It has two peaks of equal height:
Now the function 'Sim_FPK' can be used to simulate a continuous trait evolving on the tree that was just simulated. The user needs to provide a rate of evolution, bounds on the trait interval (which will not influence the whole process because they are located far away), a value for the trait at the root of the tree, and an evolutionary potential:
> TRAIT <-Sim_FPK(tree,x0=0.5,V=V,sigma=1,bounds= c(min(x),max(x))) > hist(TRAIT) Maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation of the parameters of the FPK model is done in two steps: 1) creating the likelihood function and 2) finding its maximum. The likelihood function is created using the function 'lnL_FPK', which takes the phylogenetic tree and trait values at the tips of the tree as main arguments. Taking 50 points to discretize the interval as done here is useful for a quick test, but more should be used when computational resources allow it. The following command will fit the most complex form of the potential with three parameters, but one could fit simpler shapes by fixing unnecessary parameters to 0: > ll_FPK <-lnL_FPK(tree=tree, TRAIT, Npts=50, a=NULL, b=NULL, c=NULL) Once this likelihood function is created, one needs to use the 'find.mle_FPK' function to estimate its maximum that takes one single argument: a likelihood function created by 'lnL_FPK'.
Once the model is fitted, it is possible to plot the macroevolutionary landscape estimated using the function 'get.landscape.BBMV' and compare it with the macroevolutionary landscape that was simulated:
This plot shows the ML estimation of the average macroevolutionary landscape that was experienced throughout the history of the clade and can be used in a descriptive analysis. If one wants to formally test hypotheses regarding trait evolution, the likelihood and AIC of the model can be compared to that of alternative models, fitted using either BBMV or other R packages that implement models of evolution of continuous characters along phylogenies:
Uncertainty around maximum-likelihood parameter estimates can be estimated using the function 'Uncertainty_ FPK'. In this function, the parameter 'effort_uncertainty' determines how many values of each parameter will be evaluated. The function returns confidence interval that contain the 95% highest probability density around parameter estimates while fixing other parameters to their ML estimate. The 'scope' arguments are used to set the minimum and maximum values of the uncertainty search for parameters defining the shape of the macroevolutionary landscape.
> Uncertainty_FPK (fit=fit, tree=tree, trait=TRAIT, Npts=50, effort_uncertainty=100, 20) , scope_b=c (-15,5) , scope_c=c(-2,2)) Ancestral character estimations for all internal nodes of the tree can be obtained as follows:
> ACE_nodes <-ACE_FPK(fit=fit, specific.point=NULL) Alternatively, one could ask for an ancestral character estimation at any point in the tree by specifying a vector with the three following elements as the 'specific.point' argument: the parent node, the child node and the time from the start of the branch.
Parameters of the FPK model can also be estimated using an MCMC chain using the function 'MH_MCMC_FPK'. Here is a typical example of use of the function using only 50 000 steps in the MCMC chain, 50 points to discretize the trait interval, and wide normal priors for parameters:
> MCMC <-MH_MCMC_FPK(tree=tree, trait=TRAIT, bounds=fit$par_fixed$bounds, Nsteps=50000, record_ every=100, plot_every=100, Npts=50, pars_ init=c (-3,4,-4 
Conclusion
In this article I have presented a broad overview of methods available in the BBMV package for modeling complex scenarios of trait evolution along phylogenies. Methods implemented in the package allow for two main kinds of analyses: descriptive analyses aiming at inferring the shape of macroevolutionary landscapes or hypothesis-driven comparisons of evolutionary models of varying complexities. This addition to the current macroevolutionary toolbox should allow researchers to address long-standing evolutionary and ecological questions that had remained inaccessible so far. To Cite BBMV or acknowledge its use, cite this Software note as follows, substituting the version of the application that you used for 'version 0': Boucher, F. C. 2019 . BBMV: an R package for the estimation of macroevolutionary landscapes. -Ecography 42: 558-564 (ver. 0).
